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What's Trending in 2020 Apparel?

A new year brings new do's and dont's, trends, and options for promotional apparel. While promotional

apparel closely follows some of the trends in the retail market, they have a pattern all their own and the

trends can vary slightly to what you see in the retail marketplace. Here is a quick rundown of some of

the top trends and where the industry is headed for 2020.

#1 - All In For Sustainability

The industry is far beyond just the standard eco-conscious options of the past. Products no longer simply

include a portion of recycled materials, but are made of all recycled materials. Manufacturers are

looking for ways to source materials sustainably, updating processes to save water, energy, and other

resources, and strategizing on how to reduce their carbon footprint overall. They are becoming more

transparent on how their products are made and their e�ect on the environment and the world around

us.

#2 - High Quality and On Trend

Gone are the days of the one and done apparel item! End users want items that are on trend with what is

happening in retail, something that provides comfort, quality, and that can be worn time after time.

Marketers want this too! Every time the apparel item is worn, it means impressions, advertising, and

brand loyalty, so they want to provide a much loved item that is treasured by the consumer. This trend

also falls in line with #1 in ensuring less waste into our land�lls.

#3 - Polyester Is So Tired

Once the go-to fabric for work wear, the traditional woven polyester polo is now out. End users crave a

less synthetic feel and are shifting towards cotton-poly performance fabrics. No one wants to give up the
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options for stretch or moisture-wicking, but they are missing the soft feel of cotton against their skin.

#4 - Flatter the Ladies With Style

Ladies are demanding styles all their own; �ts that �atter, styles that shine brighter than their male

counterparts, and fabrics that provide something a bit more fashion forward. Polos have historically been

unpopular with the female crowd, but that is changing due to new collar styles, updated hems, darts,

henley styles, and variations in sleeve length and cu�ng.

#5 - The Levels of Fashion

The ladies like options on both ends of the spectrum right now. Longer length styles stay in demand for

those that prefer coverage, while others prefer a hi-low hem that covers in the back, but not so much in

the front. But, the length that continues to explode in popularity this year is cropped. Both tees and

sweatshirts are seeing this popular length and people cannot seem to get enough of them.

Why We Do What We Do

The journals look ahmazing!!!

Everyone loves them! Thank you both

so much for the extra e�ort!

-Rave Review from

Cynthia Burnside, Director of Operations

Citadel Partners LLC

The T-Shirt Marketing Staple

80% of U.S. consumers own a

promotional t-shirt with a

logo/message on it. These t-shirts are

worn an average of 100 times,

creating 3,000 impressions over

their lifetime.

 Source: ASIcentral.com, 2019
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Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.
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